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months of high traffic volume. The Board 
continues to stress to Government that it 
is cheaper to prevent outbreaks than to 
eradicate incursions.

The Tri State Fruit Fly Committee, which 
manages the Fruit Fly Exclusion Zone (FEZ), 
has already commenced a community 
awareness program to relay the message 
to the travelling public that “it only takes 
one fuit fly to constitute a disaster”. The TV 
and radio initiatives feature Stefano, who 
has freely given of his time to make the 
advertisements. Vic DPI has also been active 
in spreading the message to travellers not 
to bring fruit into the PFA.

In the past, the DPI has been responsible for 
carrying out all QFF eradication programs 
in both residential and commercial growing 
areas. DPI is now looking to industry to be 
responsible for eradication programs in the 
commercial growing areas with oversight 
from DPI. DPI will continue to concentrate 
its resources in the residential areas. 

DPI is also looking to establish Grower 
Partnerships. This means that growers are 
responsible for eradication activities in a

The usual suppression of fruit fly numbers 
has not occurred this winter. Trappings of 
QFF and larvae detections have continued 
in the past few months. There have been 35 
QFF outbreaks declared in the PFA, with 50% 
on commercial properties. Normally, most 
outbreaks occur in the town areas. The extent 
of the QFF incursions, such as we have 
experienced this year, has not been seen since 
1974. Conditions in 1974 were very similar 
to those of last summer - it was the end of a 
drought with a wet humid summer. In that 
year, plague locusts were an issue followed 
by many QFF outbreaks, reflecting conditions 
similar to last summer. In January this year, 
rainfall recorded was 129mm with the 
long-term average rainfall for January being 
22mm. Humidity for January was 37% (the 
long-term average being 27%) and the 
humidity rose to 45% in February. Clearly, 
the odds were really against horticultural 
industries last summer.

The MVCB has been lobbying the Victorian 
Government for the establishment of a 
permanent roadblock for traffic coming into 
the PFA from the north. We are requesting 
that, at a minimum, the building of a 
permanent roadblock inspection site, so that 
in years of high risk, such as last summer, 
it can be ready to operate for the critical 

Chairman’s Report

Fruit fly eradication will be a high priority for the PFA in the coming 
months. The Board is actively assisting Vic DPI to ensure that the 
PFA once again becomes free of QFF. Vic DPI is also managing PFA 
outbreaks in NSW under an MOU.
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• Produced weekly Citrus Board News

• Produced Final Report for HAL funded 
Citrus Gall Wasp Releases

• Held BBQ and field walk at Mourquong 
and Ellerslie on the Field Trials project

• Participated in Horticultural Industry 
Network meetings

• Promoted citrus at the Wentworth 
Tractor Trek

• Provided information to Vic DPI on 
abandoned citrus plantings

• Attended Fruit Fly meetings with Vic DPI

• Organised a Research Farm Walk in 
conjunction with NSW DPI

• Produced IDO report for MVCB Annual 
Report

• Met with DPI regarding the effect of 
climate change on citrus

• Provided information to the Rural and 
Regional Committee on Young Farmers

• Liaised with Vic DPI Market Access team 
regarding market intelligence

• Organised pruning workshops for 
growers with Dr Andy Krajewski

• Organised ‘cost saving strategies for 
citrus’ farm walk

• Promoted citrus at Wentworth Show and 
Tour of the Murray

• Attended meeting with Vic DPI on 
abandoned orchards

• Attended Land and Water Management 
Plan meeting with Mallee Catchment 
Authority

• Attended Sunraysia IDO Group meetings

• Attended Citrus National R&D Planning 
session

• Helped Citrus Australia promote citrus in 
Melbourne

• Attended Gold Nugget variety 
information session

• Attended marketing information 
session held by Mildura Development 
Corporation

• Promoted citrus at Dockland Melbourne, 
in conjunction with the Nangiloc/
Colignan School at the launch of the 
Schools First Program

Mary Cannard
Industry Development Officer, MVCB

• Pest Free Area Committee meetings (2)

• Tri State Fruit Fly Committee

• Annual Audit of Board’s affairs 
conducted by Auditor-General

• Meeting with Mid Murray Growers

• Vic DPI and MRCC on abandoned 
properties

• Tri Boards meeting with Riverina Citrus 
and South Australian Citrus Industry 
Development Board

• AGM for AHEA

• Wentworth Show

• Taste of Melbourne

• Tour of the Murray Cycling Classic

Hugh Flett
CEO, MVCB

• National R&D Plan (draft) with HAL 
consultant, Julie Haslett

• QFF strategy meetings with VIC and 
NSW DPI

• Hosted and funded seven day visit from 
Japanese Ministry for Agriculture & 
Fisheries 

• QFF roadblocks strategy with NSW DPI

• Meeting with Victorian Agriculture & 
Food Security Minister, Peter Walsh MLA

• Meeting with Victorian Basin Plan 
Advisory Group – Echuca

Activities of the MVCB September 2011 Quarter

IDO Activities

CEO/Board Activities



Chief Executive’s Report

The promotion will conclude in January, with 
a major draw for all entries received during 
the promotion being eligible to enter.

Wentworth Show and Mildura Show

The Board will again be operating a stand 
at both local events to showcase the quality 
and variety of fresh, locally grown citrus 
available at this time of year. In the past 
these promotions have been well received 
by the public, with numerous favourable 
comments from visitors to the stand on 
the taste of our fresh citrus products. The 
Wentworth Show will be conducted on 
27 and 28 August.  

The Mildura Show runs from 13-16 October.  
The Board is pleased to advise that our 
partnership with the Nangiloc/Colignan 
Primary School (NCPS) will continue during 
this year’s Mildura Show. The NCPS will 
also be presenting at the National Citrus 
Conference to be held in the Barossa Valley 
in October 2011.

Tour of the Murray Cycling Classic

The Tour of the Murray River Cycling Classic 
commences on 27 August in Yarrawonga 
and concludes in Mildura on 4 September.  
The MVCB continues as a financial supporter 
of the Classic and Field Officer Tony 
Bothroyd will again accompany the Tour. 
The MVCB sees this event as a fantastic 
opportunity to educate the consumers of 
tomorrow with visits to schools along the 
Tour route where samples of quality citrus 
are distributed. The students are always 
keen to be involved. In addition, the winners 
of each stage are presented with citrus 
packs and prizes.

Taste Of Melbourne - Royal Exhibition 
Building

This is the first year that the MVCB will 
attend the Taste of Melbourne event which 

Volatile world markets and exchange rates 
at unprecedented levels have conspired 
to make the harvest and sale of citrus 
commodities extremely difficult this year.

With the prospect of a large harvest, 
identified in March/April of 2011, the Board 
focused its attention on what it could do 
to influence the sales of citrus on the 
domestic market.  

Melbourne Citrus Committee (MCC) 
Promotions

With Board funding, the MCC commenced 
in July a series of over 50 in-store promotions 
of all citrus categories. These in-store 
promotions are centred on independent 
retailers including greengrocers. The intention 
is to capture those retailers other than the 
major chain stores of Woolworths and Coles 
who will be involved under the national 
citrus promotion program. Citrus Australia 
has provided the MCC with marketing 
material used in the national citrus program, 
to maintain a consistency of message with 
consumers in these independent retailers. 
These in-store promotions and demonstrations 
will continue throughout the citrus season.
The MCC in-store promotions cover all 
Murray Valley citrus available at that time.

Melbourne Market Promotion

To compliment the in-store promotions, the 
Board is running a trade lottery promotion 
with agents and wholesalers. The endeavour 
is to maximise the sales of Murray Valley 
Citrus categories by influencing the primary 
and secondary purchasers of citrus for the 
months of June through to December.  
Melbourne Market agents and wholesalers 
who purchase the equivalent of a pallet 
of Murray Valley citrus category, gain one 
entry per pallet equivalent into a monthly 
draw of a travel voucher to the value of 
$1,000. The winning agent for July was 
Barkers and the winning agent for August 
was Starfruit Pty Ltd.

Hugh Flett

An Overview Of Murray Valley Citrus Promotions
The 2011-12 citrus season is proving to be one of the most challenging that growers and 
marketers of citrus have ever experienced.   
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runs over four days from 15-19 September. 
The Taste of Melbourne brings together 
the State’s finest restaurants and an 
exceptional line-up of premium food and 
drink producers, for an unforgettable 
gourmet experience. The event is held in 
the Royal Exhibition Building in Carlton and 
runs from midday through to 9.30pm each 
day and draws in over 20,000 visitors. This 
event will provide a unique opportunity to 
showcase all of the Murray Valley region’s 
citrus categories.

Werribee Harvest Picnic and Picnic 
at Hanging Rock

Following many successful promotions at 
Werribee, the MVCB will again be attending 
this year’s event on 27 November. In past 
years, visitor numbers have approximated 
20,000 with many coming back year after 
year to get a taste of the quality citrus 
on offer at the Board’s stand. It is very 
rewarding to see consumers having 
conversations with growers and being 
educated in all manner of things citrus.  

Hanging Rock again features on the 
promotions calendar for the 26 February 
2012. Set in a picturesque valley close to 
Melbourne, this event provides another 
opportunity to showcase citrus that our 
Murray Valley region has to offer to 
consumers young and old.

Consumers love talking to people who 
actually grow the product. We urge any 
growers who would like to be involved in 
any events planned to make contact with 
the Board.

Hugh Flett
CEO, MVCB



A series of three farm walks (which included 
a sumptuous BBQ breakfast) featuring 
preliminary results from the on-farms 
trials, were held across the district during 
May and June. The on-farm trials project 
is funded by MVCB and Horticulture 
Australia Limited (HAL) and conducted 
by NSW Department of Primary Industries 
(DPI) Extension Officer Steven Falivene, 
NSW DPI Project Officer Karen Connolly 
and MVCB Industry Development Officer 
Mary Cannard.  

Every day, growers are bombarded with 
information and glossy brochures of products 
and recommendations that claim to improve 
fruit size or productivity. Many of these 
products and much of the information 
comes from overseas where the products 
have been trialled in different soil types 
and in situations not commensurate with 
Australian conditions. The big question is 
do these products and/or practices work 
under Australian soil types and conditions. 
Therefore, there is a desperate need to trial 
these products and practices to enable 
growers to make informed choices about 
where to spend their money.

Karen Connolly, NSW DPI Project Officer, 
noted that the assistance and enthusiasm 
provided by growers has been fantastic. 
‘Without them the trials could not occur’. 
Karen has been overseeing the trials and 
taking thousands of fruit size measurements. 
With the help of Steven Falivene, a special 
measurement system has been employed 
using digital callipers, which are directly 
connected to a net-book computer. The size 
data is instantly stored in the computer 
for future statistical analysis. Karen is able 
to measure up to 100 fruit in about seven 
minutes.  

The farm walks presented preliminary results 
from a variety of on-farm trials that have 
been conducted on citrus properties across 
Sunraysia. Harvest data will be collected 
and presented at a future forum; however, 
this has been an excellent opportunity for 
growers to see the effects of the treatments 
on the trees.  

Eighteen demonstration trials were initiated 
in the spring of 2010, to evaluate various 
products and practices. Many of the trials 
focused on improving fruit size, which is 
an important factor to profitability.  

The trials have been examining:
• Corasil® - a new fruit sizing spray 
• Ralex® - a flower manipulation spray
• Ethrel - a fruit thinning spray
• Summer pruning of late Navels
• Ground applied and foliar applied 

potassium
• Brotomax® – an organic nutrient that 

helps promote vegetative growth of 
young trees

• Kaolin clay – a spray to reduce heat 
stress and evapotranspiration in plant 
leaves

The trials are on-going and the results from 
most have not been analysed. However, 
preliminary results from the Corasil® trials 
have shown a 1 to 4 mm increase in fruit 
size in most instances. ‘This is a positive 
indication,’ Ms Cannard noted, ‘but when 
the packout data is analysed we will 
be able to determine if the sprays have 
provided a financial gain. Preliminary 
results from the Ellerslie pruning trial on 
30 year-old Scopelliti Navels, have not 
shown an increase in fruit size, however, 
packout results will need to be analysed to 
determine if other parameters, such as the 
amount of blemish, have improved. The 
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A series of three farm walks (which included a sumptuous BBQ breakfast) featuring preliminary 
results from the on-farms trials, were held across the district during May and June.  

Field Trials Farm Walks



early summer pruning trial on 19 year old 
Barnfield Navels at Gol Gol has shown a 
slight (1 mm) increase in fruit size.’

The on-farm trials have been a fantastic 
opportunity for growers to actively 
participate in research on practical 
topics that have a direct impact on their 
profitability.  Graham Lohmeyer, Manager 
of the Sun West, Seven Field Farm said 
‘the Afourer mandarin is a profitable variety 
on the farm and we are always looking for 
ways to improve. These trials help us, and 
industry, to learn what works and what 
does not work in a real commercial 
situation’.  

Justin McPhee, Field Technical Manager 
of Deakin Estate said “the trials are a great 
way to determine what is of practical 
benefit to growers. Growers just want to 
know if the product actually works on our 
farms and how reliable it is over a number 
of seasons.” Justin and Craig Thornton, 
Production Manager at Deakin Estate have 
been taking an interest in the trials on 
their farm and have also been assisting 
in data collection, laboratory brix and 
potassium analysis of fruit. To date, the 
foliar potassium trial on Leng Navels has 
not shown any differences. However, the 
ground potassium trial has shown a 2 mm 
increase in fruit size.  

David Stevens, owner of Ellerslie North 
Citrus commented that “you do not make 
any money growing small fruit and you 
do not make any money buying special 
fertilisers or sprays that may or may 
not help. What is the point of gaining 
2mm-4mm on fruit with an average size 
of 68 mm? These farm trials help us learn 
step by step on what may work for us.”

Rohan McMahon from Ellerslie observed 
that “the best thing about this project is 
that all growers can get a copy of the 
results. I have heard of trials being done 
by growers, but I never get to see them, 
or the results. One thing I have learned 
so far is the importance of leaving rows 
untreated to provide you with a comparison.”

Project managers, Steven Falivene and 
Mary Cannard concluded that “we’ve had 
a fantastic response from growers, with 
over 100 people attending the three farm 
walks. It’s a great opportunity for growers 
to get together, view another orchard and 
get a snapshot of the growing practices. 
Participants can then look at the trials 
before harvest, and be advised of 
preliminary results.”

The MVCB and NSW DPI would like to 
thank all the growers and farm managers 
who have been involved with the trials.  
Without their generous help in offering 
trees to apply the treatments and actually 
applying treatments themselves and 
collecting results, this project would 
not have been successful.’ 

Mary Cannard
IDO, MVCB
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This spread left-right:
1. Justin McPhee and Karen Connolly at Deakin Estate.  2. Jason Plant, 

Greg Marr and Andrew Donaldson.  3. John Whyte and Ron Walker.

Field Trials Farm Walks

Growers turn out for farm walk at Seven Field Yatpool. 
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inspired by The Club of Rome, an NGO from 
the 1970s dedicated to issues of global 
resource management and sustainability, 
and also by the book Small Is Beautiful: 
Economics as if people mattered by E.F. 
Schumacher. 

Up until I was 18, I had only considered 
being a musician, but then decided I had 
to study agriculture in order to join the 
Club of Rome, imagining I could help the 
world manage food production, and 
somehow save the planet; ambitious! 

I couldn’t quite let go of music, and for a 
few years drifted between studying and 
working as a freelance performer and 
studying agricultural science, graduating 
with a Diploma in Music Performance 
(AMusA) before completing a Bachelor 
of Agricultural Science. My first job as a 
Science graduate was mine re-vegetation 
with BHP on Groote Eylandt, in the Gulf of 
Carpentaria. This was followed by a year in 
South America 1987-1988, the majority of 

my time being spent on farms in Argentina, 
Paraguay and Chile, and then on vineyards in 
France and Switzerland, which all narrowed 
my interest to horticulture and led to my 
applying for a research job in Mildura.

I loved the work at DPI, surrounded by 
some very dedicated researchers, and valued 
knowing that levy-funded research projects 
had very direct relevance to the needs of 
industry; whether it was for the citrus, wine 
grapes or dried fruit industries.

In the early 1990s I worked on a project 
funded by GWRDC and DFRDC (now HAL) 
to investigate the persistence of residues 
of insecticide and fungicide on grapes and 
during processing into dried grapes or wine. 
The project lent itself to being written 
up as a research thesis, so I enrolled as 
a Masters student at La Trobe University. 
The Masters was slow work because I was 
working at DPI and, by the time I graduated, 
also mum to an energetic toddler.

The residue project was very satisfying 
because it led to much discussion within 
the APVMA about the need to review 
overseas MRLs when setting withholding 
periods for pesticides in Australian 
horticulture, and a review of overseas 
trade implications promptly became part 
of the chemical registration process.

Residue research evolved into research 
on optimising chemical application, and 
this in turn led to an investigation of the 
potential for off-target movement of 
pesticides (in particular those used in 
viticulture, although many are common 
to citrus production).

I think by that stage the industry identified 
me as being interested only in chemical 
related work. It’s true that I was interested 
in chemicals, particularly in the relatively 
new area of ecotoxicology. However, I was 
also interested in everything else, and after 
17 years at DPI it was time to branch out, 
so I enrolled in a Diploma of Education to 
give me skills in teaching. Six months into 
the Dip Ed, in February 2006, I joined 

“I had graduated from University of 
Melbourne with a Bachelor in Agricultural 
Science two years earlier, and moved to 
Mildura to take up a research scientist 
position at Irymple with the Department 
of Primary Industries. 

I remained with the DPI for 17 years until 
early 2006. For one year at DPI I also held 
the position of Chemical Standards Officer 
for the North West region, but otherwise I 
managed and implemented research projects 
related to integrated pest management, 
chemical use and minimising the risks to 
industry associated with residues or off-
target movement of chemicals; issues all 
relevant to the citrus industry. The early 
HAL-funded project work on Kelly’s citrus 
thrips in the late 1990s was the first citrus 
industry research project I was directly 
involved in.

I didn’t grow up in horticulture. I was an 
inner city kid, but also a very idealistic 
teenager, and at 18 became absolutely 

“I have been involved in the horticultural industries in Sunraysia and the Riverland since late 
1988, when I moved to Mildura from Melbourne”. 

Alison MacGregor Profile 

Alison MacGregor discussing QFF baiting protocols with a spray contactor, before 
residue sampling the treated bark as part of a current DPI research project.

Alison MacGregor

Cont’d page 11...
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The first two sessions were held at Dareton, 
with the following two session being 
held at Nangiloc. Participants were first 
given a theory component which set 
out the importance of regular pruning 
as a management strategy. The second 
component saw the participants moved 
out into the field for practical sessions.

Pruning is a work in progress and ideally 
trees should be pruned every year. Once-off 
pruning, without follow up management 
of regrowth is a waste of time. Time is the 
most limiting factor to pruning; prune as 
much as you can afford.  

The important factors in pruning citrus 
highlighted in the course are outlined 
below.

The benefits of a good pruning program are:
• Early, regular production
• Crop load regulation, ie, increased fruit 

set through improved flower quality and 
flower or fruit thinning

• Improved fruit quality, ie, larger fruit, 
stronger rinds 

• Better access for spraying and harvest

Pruning Young, Non-bearing Trees

The first 60 to 80 cm of the trunk, from soil 
level, should be kept clear of all growth.

The MVCB recently funded a visit from Dr Andy Krajewski to provide training for Sunraysia 
growers in pruning citrus. Dr Krajewski is a world-renowned plant physiologist specialising 
in citrus culture and citrus pruning. The four, half-day courses (run over two days) were held 
in early August and were very well attended by Sunraysia growers.

Pruning with Dr Andy Krajewski

• Leave 3 to 5 branches, evenly spaced 
around the trunk to form the main 
structural limbs.

• Remove dominant water shoots to 
ensure equal dominance of these 
structural limbs.

• Remove limbs that are crossing and thin 
out double branches taking up the same 
position.

Pruning Older, Bearing Trees

The aim for older trees in full production 
is to get a balance between vegetative 
growth, fruit production and ease of 
management. The first step immediately 
after harvest is to skirt trees and if 
necessary lightly hedge to improve tractor 
access between rows. Hedging should not 
be preformed on wood thicker than 10 to 
12 mm in diameter.

The next step is to open or thin-out the 
canopy by removing dead, diseased or 
broken branches. This includes branches 
that crossover or rub and watershoots 
arising from the crown of the tree.

If pruning for crop regulation, ie, reducing 
flower numbers, remove a portion of the 
poor quality bearing wood by cutting 
a window into the tree and removing 
approximately 20 to 30% of the canopy.  
In this way, trees can be rejuvenated in 
three to five years. Old trees may need 
heavier pruning to rejuvenate them.

Regrowth from the immediate vicinity of 
a large pruning cut can be managed by 
applying a 2% solution of naphthylacetic 
acid (NAA).

The MVCB would like to thank Tony 
McCarten, and Peter Morrish and Jason 
Plant from Southern Cross Farms for 
allowing participants to practice pruning 
on their properties.

Mary Cannard
IDO, MVCB

Top left: Dr. Krajewski demonstrating pruning to group at Dareton.   Top right: Dr Krajewski explaining 
large tree pruning to the group.   Bottom: Growers at the Nangiloc taining course.
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for his involvement in horticulture in 
Sunraysia. In 1929, he bought a Chevrolet 
6 truck for £325 (pounds) and started 
carting posts from the Millewa to all of 
the packinghouses in Mildura and district, 
supplying some 30,000 posts per year. 
As well, he carted dried fruit during the 
harvest. 

In 1935 he married Olive Fryer and they 
had five children - Hugh, Peter, David, 
Adrian and Cynthia. By 1952, Hughie 
owned his first dried fruit property on the 
corner of the Calder highway and Ginquam 
Avenue, Irymple, He then purchased a 
second dried fruit and citrus property at 
Red Cliffs in 1959. Hughie sold both of 
these properties in 1962, and purchased 
45 acres at Nangiloc for £22,500 (pounds). 
This property was known as HF and OJ 
Goldup and Sons.

(Around this period the Nangiloc 
district was at an interesting stage of 
development.)

David Goldup is an experienced and 
pragmatic citrus grower and is commended 
for his honest comments in developing 
this family profile. Clearly, his considerable 
time in the industry has given him a sound 
basis of comparison, both locally and 
beyond.

The industry involvement of the Goldup 
family goes back to 1925 when Hubert 
Francis Goldup (better known as Hughie) 
came to Australia under the then 
Dreadnought Scheme at the age of sixteen. 
Arriving in Sydney, he went to work in 
Grafton on an experimental farm which 
trained English immigrants. He disliked his 
first job on a dairy farm and wrote to a Mr 
Frank Minter (whose brother Derek lived 
next door to the Goldup Family in England) 
requesting a job on his vineyard property 
located on the corner of Ginquam Avenue 
and Eleventh Street, Irymple.

Hughie took the job in September, 1926 
and this established the corner stone 

Like a number of growers, the Goldup history is a story of family 
succession that is worth recording.

Newsletter of the Murray Valley Citrus Board

Citrus Growing in Mildura and Surrounding 
Districts compiled and published for the 
Mildura and District Citrus Co-operative 
Association in 1955 makes the following 
observations:

NANGILOC, IRAAK, COLIGNAN, 
KARADOC
 
Total irrigated area  1341 acres

Including vegetables, 
pastures and stone fruits   829 acres

Citrus      382 acres
Vines      130 acres

This area has expanded its citrus plantings 
in recent years and is entirely of private 
enterprise origin, with settlers installing 
pumps on the river to provide for irrigation 
of their groves and for the production of 
vegetables.

A specialty has been the growing of early 
lettuces, which have earned for the district 
a valuable position in the Metropolitan 
markets.

The Goldups
An Example of Family Succession in the Citrus Industry
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the main incentive to move into the 
Nangiloc district, David made the following 
comments: “My father came from an apple 
property in Kent, England. His aim for his 
three boys in Australia was to have them 
work together on a property with him. 
One of my brothers had been a baker; one 
a turner and fitter and I had been on the 
land since I left school.” 

In 1968, David Goldup married Barbara 
Lauder from Nichols Point who makes the 
following observations:

“Although not growing up on a block, 
my grandmother had a small dried fruit 
property at Irymple and as kids we picked 
grapes at weekends for pocket money.

After leaving Mildura High School, I worked 
in retail until I married David in 1968 and 
came to live in Nangiloc. At that time, the 
only work available was packing citrus at 
the Nangiloc branch of the Mildura Co-op. 
We packed all the export citrus in Bryce 
boxes and every orange was wrapped 
separately to stop the spread of mould. 
Lemons were packed in wooden half-cases. 
After it closed down and shifted to Mildura, 
I worked at other pack-houses in Nangiloc. 

I packed citrus and then did quality control
all up for 25 years (5 years before the 
children and 20 years after). I came home 
in 2002 to concentrate more on the 
bookkeeping as we had our farm, Glen’s 
mulching business as well as Adrian’s farm.

David and Barbara have three children - 
Jenelle, Adrian and Glen. Jenelle completed 
tertiary studies with Honours in Industrial 
and Applied Maths and is studying to finish 
her Masters degree. She works at the 
Defence, Science and Technology 
Organisation (DSTO), initially in Maritime 
Operations and now in the Electronic 
Warfare and Radar Division. She is married 
to Ben Fletcher and spends her time divided 
between work in America and Australia. 

Adrian was drafted to the Sydney Swans 
Football Club, but at 17, and not enjoying 
his studies in Sydney, home seemed to be 
a better place. He took an apprenticeship 
in gardening, and after completing that 
decided to go on a working holiday. 

Settling in Kununurra 15 years ago, he 
drove road trains and worked at the Argyle 

The establishment of a most successful 
citrus nursery at Nangiloc and the 
enterprise of other growers from the 
older irrigation areas in developing the 
potentialities of this section, have made a 
notable contribution to the expansion of 
irrigation along this part of the Murray.

The initial Goldup Nangiloc property was 
two thirds planted to stone fruit, dried 
fruit and citrus with the rest of the land 
uncleared. There were two houses on the 
property (one almost unliveable) surrounded 
by Mallee trees and Gentle Annie weeds. 
There was also a large shed with a two-room 
attachment. Irrigation was provided by 
12 acres of overheads with the rest being 
watered with moveable web spray lines.

The Goldups grew carrots, peas, melons 
and asparagus to supplement their income. 
On a yearly basis, they gradually planted 
more citrus - Valencias, lemons, grapefruit, 
Washingtons and Emperor mandarins. 
Labour was not employed. All of the work, 
including picking, was done by family 
members.

The Nangiloc property became the family’s 
centre of interest. When asked what was 

This spread left-right
1. Barb and David Goldup.   2. Charlie Goldup picking mandarins.

3. Lilly Goldup with a sliced mandarin.   4. Glen, Charlie, Lilly and Kristi Goldup.

Cont’d page 10...
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Diamond Mine until recently. He is married 
to Tracy and they have 3 children. In 2002, 
he purchased a small citrus property close 
to the family farm, which Glen and David 
work for him.

In 1969, David’s brother Peter left the 
property to live in Melbourne and 1976 
saw the end of the Goldups growing dried 
fruit. In 1977, David’s parents retired and 
he and Hugh Jnr took over the running of 
the property as Goldup Brothers.

The severe frosts in 1982 saw the removal 
of all the lemons and grapefruit from the 
property, and 1985 saw the first avocado 
plantings.

In 1990, David bought out Hugh’s share 
of the property and in 1991 started to 
decrease the Valencia component by 
top-working and replanting to different 
varieties of Navels.

Barbara Goldup states that “When Glen 
left school, all he ever wanted to do was 
to be involved with farming.” He worked 
on local properties before purchasing a 
mulching business in 1998. He serviced 
the Murray Valley area mainly mulching 
prunings from top-worked citrus trees. 
During quiet times Glen continued to 
work on the home property.

Glen married Kristi in 2001 and they have 
two children, Lilly and Charlie. In 2006, 
the young couple sold their house and 
purchased a 17-acre citrus property in 
Dickeson Grove, Nangiloc.

David Goldup served as a Director of the 
Mildura Co-operative Fruit Company from 
1989-1999. “I always felt that the Directors 
of this organisation should be growers. 
However, this changed to include a skilled-
based composition, which involved marketing 
and banking expertise. The concept was 
based on the belief that there should be 
fewer grower directors and include more 
people who could run a company. This 
is probably the reason why there is no 
Mildura Co-op today.”

The Goldup Family has supplied citrus to the 
Mildura Co-op, now MFC since 1952. They 
regard themselves as very loyal growers.

David also comments on his reasons for 
planting avocados in 1985. “We were keen 
to diversify for economic reasons and not to 
totally rely on citrus. Our research indicated 
that avocados were a good mix with citrus, 
although they can be hard to grow. Over the 
years different varieties have been planted. 
We appear to have a good crop this year 
and will probably extend our plantings.

all the old plantings of citrus and replant 
with young trees to conserve water.”

2011 saw Glen and Kristi Goldup purchase 
another 120 acres including 20 acres 
of citrus. The properties are now known 
as Goldup Farms and have 200 acres of 
land planted to 100 acres of citrus. Glen 
manages all the properties and David says 
he is proving to be very good at marketing, 
having had considerable success with 
Seville oranges, avocados and pumpkins.

In this context, Glen Goldup is one of a 
small number of growers in the Nangiloc/
Colignan area who are passionate about 
what they do and who are a vital component 
of the next wave of committed growers. 
“Our property was the environment I was 
brought up in and consequently my interest 
in horticulture developed from an early age.”

Within the overall farm management, Glen’s 
approach to marketing is motivated by the 
belief that it is one thing to grow the 
product; it is another to be able to sell it.

“I enjoy the challenge of marketing. We sell 
produce in Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney 
and are keen to expand into other centers. 
I believe in personal contact and establishing 
lasting networks that are based on trust 
and a commitment to supply good produce. 
Promotions are also a vital part of what we 
do as it is through these activities that the 
consumer gets to know how the process 
works from gate to plate.” However, Glen 
acknowledges that there are challenges in 
managing 200 acres.

Having discovered an earlier variety of 
mandarin, which they trialed for several 
years, Glen decided it was time to see if 
Queensland growers were interested. After 
much liaison, a partnership was formed in 
2009 with Wayne Parr of Variety Access. 
This led to the variety being grown in 
commercial quantities in Queensland. The 
first of the fruit was harvested this year.

“Even though this is one of our toughest 
years, I remain very enthusiastic about 
what I do. My aim is to ensure that I am 
here for the next thirty years. Perhaps the 
future for the industry lies in going back 
to what existed with many older properties 
(referred to as the ‘fruit salad’ concept 
of farming) where diversification was the 
only way to survive. Diversification is very 
high on our current agenda.”

Glen freely admits that if it were not for 
his parents he would not be where he is. 
“They were the biggest influence on me. 
However, at seventeen, I was encouraged 
by my father to work for someone else. 

Perhaps there is now an argument that 
avocado plantings are becoming too 
extensive? It is certainly easier to grow 
them in areas such as Queensland.”

David’s attitude to citrus promotions is 
very clear. Both he and Barbara have made 
a consistent commitment to participating 
in local, regional and city based promotions. 
“As an industry, we do not do enough 
in-store promotion. Currently, we are 
talking very low prices in a climate of a 
high dollar, price gouging and a market 
glut. After selling Sevilles for 43 years it 
looks like our contract will be substantially 
cut due to the shifting focus to sweet 
marmalade. Sadly, this is the worst season 
I have ever struck.”

The Goldups have taken a number of trips 
overseas to see first hand various operating 
aspects of the citrus industry. “We do this 
to find out how it is practiced overseas. 
Overall, our conclusion is that we are 
battling up-hill. Australia is competing 
against cheaper labour costs and faces 
greater Government control and restrictions 
that do not exist in countries such as Spain.”

“In some ways, the citrus industry is similar 
to the wine industry. Too many companies 
have gone into it and brought large areas 
into production. Currently, the Australian 
dollar is high and there will be adverse 
consequences if it does not drop. The 
on-going issue of Fruit Fly also remains a 
major priority to be effectively monitored 
and managed.”

David answered the factor of family 
succession that has occurred in the Goldup 
enterprise from its beginnings in 1925 to 
the present day by saying, “A succession 
plan was never designed. Lifestyle choices 
were very important to us. I was happy to 
make enough money to live on and life 
on a farming property was a good way 
to bring up children as they had ample 
opportunities to entertain themselves. 
Now I am not so sure. We used to work 
long hours, but there were not the current 
outside pressures that have to be faced 
in an attempt to survive in a reasonable 
manner. One has to question if some of 
these pressures are fair or necessary in the 
best interests of the industry.”

By 2008, the Goldup family had acquired 
three properties and set about upgrading 
the irrigation systems on each farm by 
converting all to drip with some areas still 
under tree. “We survived several severe 
frosts, two hailstorms and the recent 
water restrictions imposed because of the 
drought. These events caused us to remove 

The Goldups - An Example of Family Succession in the Citrus Industry Cont’d from page 9...
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I was employed by Owen Giddings for three 
years and he had a very big impact on my 
approach to farming. I remain grateful for 
what he taught me and the way he went 
about doing the things he did well.”

Glen has observed that it is very hard for 
young people to get into farming today 
unless they have the necessary solid 
backing. “I have the strong support and 
interest of my wife Kristi. Hopefully, my 
children can be provided with the same 
opportunities I have had. If so, the choice 
will remain theirs to make. In many ways, 
the total involvement of my family continues 
the family enterprise approach that the 
Goldups have practiced over the years 
and I acknowledge this proud heritage.”

Barbara Goldup, who is such a key player 
in the family group, deserves the last word: 
“David has not retired. He now does what 
Glen tells him to do.”

It was a pleasure to work with the Goldups 
in compiling this feature article. Their 
commitment to the industry is already 
across generations and there is every chance 
the Goldup name in the citrus growing 
world will continue for many years to come. 

E. Warhurst
Compiler

Scholefield Robinson as a consultant 
servicing the horticultural industries. 
I finished my Dip Ed, but must complete 
some classroom teaching, which is a 
necessary part of obtaining provisional 
teacher registration. 

In the consultant role I enjoy a wide range 
of projects and private consultancies, 
across citrus, grapes, vegetables and local 
government, including:

• Plant Breeding Rights applications as 
an accredited QP (Qualified Person) 
with IP Australia.

• Analysis of costs of production and 
returns, for industry benchmarking or 
individual businesses.

• Preparation of Irrigation and Drought 
Management Plans, and of Farm 
Viability Assessments (for Rural 
Finance).

• Legal work and Insurance reports.

• Diagnostic services in the vegetable, 
citrus and grape industries: soil testing, 
petiole analysis, pest and disease 
monitoring, pest and disease 
diagnostics.

• Contract research, in pest management 
(eg commercial spray trials) and water 
quality.

• Reviewing levy funded projects for 
funding bodies (eg HAL).

• Development of a VegTool, a Microsoft 
Access tool for vegetable growers to 
compare gross margins of different 
crops.

• Training and workshop facilitation for 
the horticultural industries, and 
interagency liaison.

I am married to James Huckson, a 
physiotherapist, and have one daughter, 
Caitlin (14). As a family, we are very 
active in various aspects of community 
music. 

I run a community music ensemble and 
play in a trio, which is all lots of fun. I also 
teach several violin and cello students, 
and sit on the Board of Arts Mildura Inc, 
a not-for-profit organisation responsible 
for the five Arts festivals held in Mildura 
annually.

I applied to join the MVCB because 
consultancy seems to have narrowed 
my industry involvement to commercial 

projects, and I miss the broader 
engagement across issues that I had 
previously had, as a levy-funded 
researcher. I hope to continue to support 
the citrus industry as it faces the huge 
and ongoing challenges of water resource 
management, bio-security threats and 
market access.

I anticipate further changes within the 
industry, particularly in response to 
changing water policies. Recent rains 
may seem to have taken the urgency off 
such decision-making, but the industry 
must prepare for the next dry spell, for 
example resilience against reductions 
in water may have to come through 
diversification to include non-permanent 
plantings, as much as through citrus 
management practices.

Biosecurity threats also pose an 
ever-present risk to the citrus industry. 
The costs of the current fruit fly outbreak 
have already had an enormous impact 
across the industry. Other pests could 
equally bring the industry to its knees. 
Maintaining national and regional 
strategies to manage these remains 
critical.

Market access will remain a challenge 
and can seem an uncontrollable variable 
in the chain to consumers. But market 
access is not just about the value of the 
Australian dollar. It is also about every 
grower and packer recognising the 
importance of meeting export standards. 
It is also about targeted marketing 
strategies.

I feel very privileged to have worked with 
horticultural industries for more than two 
decades, and hope that in a small way I 
may have contributed to the incremental 
improvements in how things are done, as 
growers have adapted to meet ever-
changing expectations of markets and 
of resource managers. The MVCB has for 
many years provided excellent services 
to the citrus industry and it is an honour 
to serve on the Board.
 
 
Alison MacGregor
Horticultural Consultant
Scholefield Robinson Mildura Pty Ltd
PO Box 1446 Mildura Vic 3502
Phone 03 5023 4644 
Mobile 0419 229 713 
Fax 03 5023 5814
Email alison@srmildura.com.au
www.srhs.com.au

Alison MacGregor Profile Cont’d from page 6...
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The MVCB and the school appreciated the 
supply of fruit used in the promotion from 
the Mildura Fruit Company, Frank Sos, 
Cottrell Farms and Colin Nankivell.

Nangiloc-Colignan Primary School students 
held their first orange drive - a healthy 
alternative to school lolly drive fundraisers 
– in 2009 and have sold 3,000 bags so far. 

The promotion took place at Docklands 
after the school was asked to launch 
the Schools First Awards at the National 
Australia Bank headquarters. The five-year 
partnership between the school and Murray 
Valley Citrus Board won $50,000 in last 
year’s awards.

The Murray Valley Citrus Board’s Ms Mary 
Cannard, Industry Development Officer and 
Field Officer Tony Bothroyd, accompanied 
the group which operated a stall offering 
free tastings of Navel, Blood orange, Red 
grapefruit and Mandarin juices and fruit 
from Cara Cara Navels, Ruby grapefruit, 
Washington Navels and Imperial mandarins. 
They sold more than 500 3kg bags of 
oranges at $5.

“This is one of the best promotions for 
citrus I have ever been involved with,”
Mr Bothroyd said. “It was interesting to 
note that many people asked whether the 
Navels were sour, so offering tastings was 
the perfect way to assure them that the 

fruit was at its premium eating quality. 
Encouraging people to taste the fruit and 
juice led them to want to purchase the 
bags, with many buying more than one.”

Ms Cannard said the activity proved 
marketing fruit directly to the public was 
a “fabulous way to encourage the purchase 
of citrus and lift consumer confidence in 
the overall eating quality of Victorian 
grown fruit.”

Mr Eric Wright, Principal, Nangiloc-Colignan 
Primary School was equally enthusiastic 
about the promotion. “Our trip to the NAB 
headquarters was the best promotion of 
our school’s project and citrus I have ever 
been involved in - IT WAS FABULOUS. We 
sold 500 bags in 2 hours and got fruit into 
the mouths of those city slickers together 
with good rave reviews,” he commented. 

Mr Wright also outlined the reasons why 
the school used the NAB funds to develop 
a purpose built promotional trailer.

“After winning the NAB Schools First Award 
both groups thought hard about how we 
could spend the money in a way that would 
advance the Enterprise Learning program 
at the school and assist the MVCB to 
continue their promotional work. Both 
groups wanted to create/purchase something 
that had a visual impact, advertised our 
success, advertised our partnership and 

Update on the MVCB/Nangiloc-Colignan PS Partnership 
In June 2011, nine year 6 pupils from the Nangiloc-Colignan Primary School together with 
MVCB staff took their annual orange drive to Melbourne. Their aim being to boost awareness 
of fresh citrus varieties and domestic sales of oranges.  

A Positive Nangiloc-Colignan Partnership

would be a constant reminder to everyone 
in our region for years to come. We didn’t 
want our success to be forgotten.

As both groups constantly promote the 
citrus industry, we combined our resources 
to create a one-stop shop – a trailer that 
houses all our combined equipment and 
can be towed to a promotional venue and 
set-up within minutes.

This trailer was a major feature at this 
year’s NAB launch of the Schools First 
Award. Our school was selected out of 
all of last year’s Victorian winners to be 
part of the launch. This was because we 
had a partnership that was practical, very 
visual and designed to provide a colourful, 
interesting display.”

It is clear that the MVCB/Nangiloc-Colignan 
Primary School Partnership continues to 
benefit the citrus industry and the school 
in an increasing and effective manner.

E.Warhurst
Compiler
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These results are consistent with pumping 
evaluations undertaken elsewhere throughout 
the state. Irrigators today should aim for 
careful pump selection and regular 
maintenance to have the pump performing 
as efficiently as possible, as this gives 

Ms Tess Lane, Manager, Mildura City Heart 
advised that earlier this year, the Board 
and Management discussed a June Citrus 
Festival initiative to be held within the 
City Heart precinct.

“The concept is a brilliant one with the 
main aim being to showcase and celebrate 
the citrus industry in the Mildura region.

However, with our recent change of 
management, we were left with little time 
to successfully pull the event together this 

the lowest running costs. Generally, the 
industry standard for a single impeller, 
centrifugal pump is a minimum efficiency 
level of 65%. Pump efficiency refers to 
the input power (from the motor) being 
transmitted into energy to pump the water 
at a particular duty point. 100% efficiency 
is not possible due to friction and heat, 
with 75-90% being the ideal.

The majority of pumps sampled by NSW DPI 
had an efficiency level closer to 50%.  
Annual electricity savings of $1,000 (off peak) 
to $2,500 (peak charges) are possible by 
improving this efficiency level to the 
industry standard (assuming 200 ML pumped 
per season). These savings are based on 
current electricity prices, and with future 
charges predicted to increase, the savings 
will be greater again. Improving pump 
efficiency to an acceptable standard could 
be as simple as replacing a worn impeller.

year. Therefore, it was decided that rather 
than launch the event half-heartedly, we 
would lock it into the 2012 calendar. This 
decision will enable us to organise a well 
planned festival,” Ms Lane stated.

Some of the ideas discussed for the 
proposed festival include:

• A Cooking competition to involve SMGT/
TAFE and possibly the inclusion of a 
celebrity chef. (Mall stage Friday 8/6/12 
and Saturday 9/6/12)

At a recent pump efficiency workshop run at NSW DPI, Dareton, it was found that the 
overwhelming majority of participants’ pumping systems were not performing efficiently 
either because the wrong pump was chosen, or because the pump was worn.

A concept is currently being discussed for the organization of a Citrus Festival in Mildura to be 
held on the June long weekend 2012.

How Efficient is Your Pump?

City Heart Plans For a New Citrus Promotion in 2012

Jeremy Giddings

Determining pump efficiency levels is 
quite simple, but requires knowledge of 
your system flow rate, pumping head 
and electricity usage. To determine these, 
accurate water and electricity meters are 
needed, and appropriate pressure tapping 
points required.  Local consultants are also 
available to conduct the test.

Given future projections for the cost of 
electricity, this simple test could save money 
as well as improve productivity for systems, 
which are poorly performing.of this.

Jeremy Giddings
Irrigation Officer, Industry & 
Investment NSW, Primary Industries

• All restaurants encouraged to feature a 
citrus option on their menu for the long 
weekend.

• The Citrus Festival Launch - Friday evening 
8/6/12, Gallery 25 / Stefano’s Café and 
Wine Bar. Menu by Lyndall Vandenberg. 

• Citrus themed windows or in-house 
displays. (A competition for traders).

• Farmers Market in the Mall and Feast 
Street on Sunday, 10/6/12.
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Currently there are thirty-three outbreaks 
declared in the Greater Sunraysia Pest Free 
Area and the expectation is that many of 
these will require continued treatment at 
the beginning of spring.

The Department of Primary Industries 
(Vic and NSW) have conducted baiting 
programs, larval searches and general 
surveillance in each of these outbreak 
areas and continue to monitor the situation 
with the permanent trapping grid and 
targeted larval searches.

Queensland Fruit Fly (QFF) is expected to 
become active with the onset of warmer 
weather in spring and DPI planning is well 
underway to direct response and eradication 
activities. Because of the magnitude of the 
situation, a proactive approach is required 

information is subject to change, placing 
the manual on the website will ensure 
that the most current information is 
readily available. Growers and packers are 
encouraged to electronically access this 
manual rather than print it out.

The need to eradicate this pest is 
unquestionable, but DPI cannot do this 
alone. Every member of the community 
needs to be proactive as this problem 
belongs to everyone. Robust communication 
activities with residents, backpackers and 
travellers will recommence in early spring.

Lyn Jacka
DPI Mildura

not only from government but also from 
growers and residents.

The greatest contribution growers can make 
is to ensure that their property hygiene is 
as good as it can be. Removing ripe, fallen 
and unwanted fruit is not only good practice, 
it interrupts the lifecycle of QFF by reducing 
egg laying opportunities. Whilst the host 
list for QFF is extensive, their preference is 
to lay eggs in soft fruit, including apricots, 
plums, peaches, nectarines, capsicums and 
tomatoes. These fruits are ripe in early
summer, providing an excellent opportunity 
for any hangover populations to continue 
their lifecycle. Stonefruit trees are common 
place in many back yards and it is imperative 
that these hosts are well managed or more 
importantly removed if unwanted. Remaining 
trees should be pruned to a manageable 
height, kept in good health and all fruit 
harvested when ripe.

Hygiene in the commercial orchard is also 
crucial. Fallen fruit should be removed 
or ploughed into the soil and all hanging 
fruit harvested when ripe. Unwanted fruit 
should not be left on the tree. Pre-harvest 
cover spray programs can be a useful tool 
for QFF control and effectively contribute 
to pest eradication.

Eradication activities are planned to 
re-commence in early September and 
growers and landholders are urged to assist 
the program by maintaining orchard hygiene 
standards and reporting QFF occurrence if 
suspected to DPI.

The Interstate Certification Assurance (ICA) 
scheme offers producers effective treatment 
options to enable growers to consign fruit 
to a range of markets. Any growers wishing
to participate in the ICA scheme should 
contact their DPI office and/or visit 
www.dqmawg.org.au to access the actual 
requirements for each ICA.

A manual titled ‘Contingency Plan for 
Queensland Fruit Fly outbreaks in the 
Greater Sunraysia Pest Free Area - Citrus’ 
is available on the MVCB website under 
‘fruit fly’. This manual has been written 
to make sure that industry has the most 
up to date fruit movement conditions 
information, but as some of this 

The current unprecedented fruit fly situation continues to have a significant impact on 
horticultural industries across South Eastern Australia.    

Fruit Fly Matters

A DPI Inspector undertaking a backyard 
larval search The citrus manual is now 

available on the MVCB website.
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Ms Jan Denham, Chairman MVCB, has expressed the Board’s 
appreciation to Mr Stefano de Pieri for once again taking a 
leadership role in the vital effort to combat the disastrous 
impact of a fruit fly outbreak.

Stefano Backs Fruit Fly Campaign

“The renowned Mildura chef and 
restaurateur has thrown his support behind 
a national campaign to raise awareness of 
the impact of fruit fly and the complicity of 
human beings in starting and contributing 
to fruit fly outbreaks. The campaign will 
feature Stefano appearing in a number of 
television, press and radio announcements 
that are specifically aimed at raising 
community awareness. As such, filming is 
focussed on a Buronga orchard, at a random 
fruit fly inspection roadblock outside 
Mildura and at Stefano’s world-acclaimed 
restaurant located at the Grand Hotel 
Resort. The program is being funded by the 
MVCB, SACIDB and Riverina Citrus from 
grower levies,” Ms Denham said.

Stefano recognises the importance of his 
role in this endeavour. “I was happy to offer 
my services to this campaign because of the 
importance of protecting my community 

against fruit fly, together with protecting 
the reputation of Sunraysia and the other 
regions in the Fruit Fly Exclusion Zone as 
clean, green producers of quality fruit and 
vegetables.

It only takes one person bringing a piece 
of infested fruit into quarantine areas 
like Mildura to cause a devastating fruit 
fly outbreak. It is not fruit fly that is the 
actual danger to a region like Sunraysia, 
the Riverland and the Riverina. It’s human 
beings,” Stefano said.

This is not the first time that he has 
volunteered his time and well-known profile 
to support local industry. He also agreed 
to be a partner in the MVCB promotion at 
the Taste of Melbourne held on the 15-18 
September at the Royal Exhibition building. 
At the promotion he provided a prize of a 
Dinner for Two at his restaurant.

Chairman’s Report Cont’d...

1·5km radius. The MVCB, along with 
other horticulture industries in the PFA, 
is working with DPI to ensure that the
eradication programs are effective 
and practical. This means much better 
communication with growers and 
developing risk management strategies 
to ensure that eradication programs are 
carried out in the most efficient way. 

Recognising the difficult season citrus 
growers have had to date, the MVCB 
will be looking at the best way in which 
it can assist growers with this additional 
cost to their businesses.

If we wish to regain our pest free status, 
it will be important that all growers are 
vigilant and proactive from now through 
to the autumn months.

Jan Denham
Chairman, MVCB

Stefano on location and in the kitchen.
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Item Name Grower Price

PUBLICATIONS       
Citrus Disease and Disorders $30.00
Citrus Growing Manual     $22.00
Drip Irrigation Book      $10.00
Good Bug Book      $44.50
CD The Good, the Bug and the Ugly    $70.00

PRODUCTS        
Citrus Peelers - Complete      $1.00
Cranston Gauge      $48.00
Hand Lens      $8.50
Citrus Sizing Rings (USA & Domestic measurments)   $25.00
Phenolphthlalein PH Indicator      $50.00

NET BAG SALES      
Grapefruit 3 kg net bags - per 1000      $220.00
Imperial 1.5 kg net bags  - per 500      $110.00
Navel 3 kg net bags - per 1000      $220.00
Valencia 3 kg net bags - per 1000      $220.00

MEETING ROOM FACILITIES
Half day Board Room hire      $55.00
Full day Board Room hire      $110.00
Half day Projector Multimedia hire      $110.00
Full day  Projector Multimedia hire      $220.00
Coffee Tea & Biscuits (per head) - Board Room hire      $2.50

CITREP NEWSLETTER ADVERTISING
Black & White
1/9 PAGE Portrait (60 mm x 85 mm)      $35.00
2/9 PAGE Landscape (125 mm x 85 mm)      $70.00
2/9 PAGE Portrait (60 mm x 175 mm)      $70.00
4/9 PAGE Portrait (125 mm x 175 mm)      $140.00
1/3 PAGE Landscape (190 mm x 85 mm)      $110.00
2/3 PAGE Landscape (190 mm x 175 mm)      $200.00
FULL PAGE (190 mm x 265 mm)      $275.00

Colour
1/9 PAGE Portrait (60 mm x 85 mm)      $80.00
2/9 PAGE Landscape (125 mm x 85 mm)      $160.00
2/9 PAGE Portrait (60 mm x 175 mm)      $160.00
4/9 PAGE Portrait (125 mm x 175 mm)      $310.00
1/3 PAGE Landscape (190 mm x 85 mm)      $240.00
2/3 PAGE Landscape (190 mm x 175 mm)      $500.00
FULL PAGE (190 mm x 265 mm)      $610.00

FLYER - 1 PAGE INSERT      $300.00

As at September 2011

Murray Valley Citrus Board 
Product Price List

EDITORIAL DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed in this Citrep 

are not necessarily those of Murray Valley 
Citrus Board, its editor or compiler.

For further 

information about 

advertising in Citrep 

please contact the 

MVCB offi ce on 

03 5051 0500.

Advertise 
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issue of


